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Style lnspi[e d by the Ea[ly 90's.
How you too can tailor a retro Iook without looking like an ass.

I

byiElizabeth Daley

enough. Us thrift shoppers wanted more. We began to see irony as a desirable element in
everyday attire. Perhaps this has something to do with our days as youngsters in stretch
jean stirrup pants, but eilher way, clothing needed to be ripped and be-dazzled once
again. lt became clear that we longed for the nostalgic humor of our Reebok Pumpsand
BK's (British Knights). Memories of stonewashed jeans and Kris Krossare now clouding
our vision and there is no better way to immortalize our past than with nostalgia (because
we miss our childhood) and irony (because Kris Kross wore their pants backwards).
lrony: The use of [clothes] to express the opposite of what one really means. 2.
lncongruity between the actual result of a sequence of events and the expected result.
ln this, part 1 of our? part series, we will Iook at the DO 's and Don'ts of ironic fashion. Remember, ironic fashion is a concept you might not want to share with your friends
elsewhere because when misused ironic fa.shion can be disastrous (as seen below).

I HAVE HAD a relationship with thrift shops all my life. When I was little, my mom would
buy me clothes that I despised and ice skatesthat she said I would "someday grow into."
lt was the age of Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein; the newer the better. I remember I didn't
want kids to see me buying clothes in the th,ift shop because it just wasn't cool to wear
hand-me-downs.
These days, people call thrift shops "vintage" and they are not so thrifty at all.
What is old is new and what is ugly or tacky is rare and irreplaceable. No grandmother's
closet is safe, no pearl necklace too big; no lipstick shade too bold. Thanks to my years
of experience as a thrift shopper, I have spotted the latest trend to attack. Vintage wasn't

SAFE ZONE OF IRONY
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Downloading the intro
to the "JEM" cartoon
onto your computer
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Reason: lt's a fun getting to
know your device and even if
people don't like it, they will
humor you because nostalgia is
a force greater than Satan.
Besides, Jem had a pretty cute
mullet.
Expense: Free (with purchase of
computer), people asking, "what
was that song that you keep
playing?" People asking to
come to your room to see
Jem over and OVER and
OVER again.
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New Kids on the Block stuft
W.W.J.D.?
apparel

Reason: Because if people knew you liked
'NSYNC, weil that would be uncool. But
since the New Kids are retro, you can
wear the sweater without actually having
to like therl) and still feel loyal to the
Backstreet Boys.
Compliments received : Over 50
Expense: $4.00, questions constantly
about who your favorite New Kid was by
changing your
actual nostalgic fans
answer to this question many times and
being called a trader to the cult of Donnie.
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Reason: Because everyone knows
you don't give a damn W.J.W.D
Expense: $1.00, offense of people
who see you in acts that Jesus
would surely frown upon, and your
Mom crying herself to sleep for your
betrayal of the Jewish Faith
"What are you, a Jew for Jesus?!"

TOEING THE LINE OF NOSTALGIA
Liking Shania
Twain's song
"Still the One"

Teddy Ruxspin
Reason: We all owned one or knew a nerd that
did, but there are new, better ways to play tapes
and we all know that. Boys, don't cover up your
need for a teddy with Ruxspin, he is not soft or
gentle and probably has enough battery power to
electrocute you . Be a real man , get with GUND!
Expense: Ebay, $31.00 so far, eilher you never
owned one, but always
wanted one so you got
it on Ebay for way too
much money, or you
loved yours way too
much so it broke and
you had to buy a new
one on Ebay. Eilher
way, too much time and
effort.

Nike shoes

a Ia MC Hammer

Reason : You can 't seem to find anything tacky enough
that is retro, it takes too much effort and you still want
to be down with the N)ke crowd when you go home.
Expense: A picture is worth a thousand words (but a
shitty black and white one deserves a few). The above
is really bright orange.

1WAJN
SHANIA
yzy.; re s!lll tll<' one

Reason : You may have a
penchant for bad music
and since your friends
claim to like Britney
Spears, you figured this
was as good a time as
ever to get Shania off
your ehest. The difference is that while your friends claim to like music that
is so bad it's good, "Still the One " does a 360 and is
so bad it's bad.
Expense: CD cost plus shipping and handling (you may
not want to have people see your purchase), intense
embarrassment for years to come.

ABSOLUTLY NO EXCUSE
TLC at this stage in their career

Blossom Hats

Hammer Pants
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Almost as Good as eensio n
Bard celebrates Robert Kelly 's 40 years at the school with a day of poetry.
byjBen Dangl and Zubair Hossain
''I WOULD LIKE to know Bard from a
posture of tending my yaks." Kelly
wrote back to Bard after a job interview
forty years ago, in 1961. Since then,
Kelly has played an essential part in
Bard's growth, both creatively and intellectually. Pubtishing about fifty collections of poetry, as weil as a novel and
four collections of prose fiction , Kelly
surely places hirnself among America 's
most prolific poets. The poet is surely
the world's envy and our pride.
Saturday the 10th of November
turned out to be "A Day of Poetry" as
Robert Kelly's forty years at Bard was
celebrated by the school. Poets from alt
over the world came to Annandale to
pay homage to Kelly with readings of
their own work. The recitation session
started out with Kelly's own students.
Respected poets, such as Mary
Caponegro and Thomas Meyer and
other students of Kelly's from the 60s,
70s and 80s, read their own works. The
current students of Kelly were not left
out either; !an Dreiblatt and Jennifer
Cazenave were among those that also
presented their work. Their poems
brought to life the changes that Bard
has undergone du ring those years and
qualities that it has retained. Following
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a break after the student poetry, it was
t ime for some of the faculty to have
their turn. Professors Joan Retallack,
Leonard Schwartz, Ann Lauterbach and
some others from the Bard Poetry
Faculty presented their works during
th is session. All of these poems were
tributes to Robert Kelly's forty years at
Bard. The hightight of this sessionwas a
reading by Robert Kelly himself.
"Without the possibility of possibility nothing is possible." Kelly said as he
dived into the world of poetry, claiming
that, "poetry is sex of the new millennium". He also said that - "the poem is
the hand at the small of your back that
helps you ask better questions.' Later
he added, "the poem is something to
do. lt alt goes by so fast that we can
only see what is happening now." in
rounding out his speech, he thanked alt
the people present with stunning articulation. "Thank you I mean really thank
you .." he said.
The poetry session was then followed by a reception. The break
seemed to intensify the fact that it really was not an ordinary day, but "A day of
poetry." The evening session that followed the reception comprised of a
speech by President Leon Botstein, a

John Ashbury speaking about Robert Kelly.

John Ashbury speaking about Robert Kelly
when you're really, really drunk.

film show, and a few performances. Botstein
focused his speech on the immense contributions of Robert Kelly on the development of
Bard during the last forty years. The film
directed by Stan Brakhage was based on the
visits that he made to Kelly's home in the
60's. Nicole Peyrafitte then sang some of
Robert Kelly's works that were translated into
French by Charlotte Mandel!. The evening was
then brought to an end by a performance

based on the works of Robert Kelly, by participants in The Integreted Arts Major
Conference, Fall 2001, and directed by Bob
Holman and Jefferey Sichel. This concluding
performancewas a parody that attempted to
pull down everything about Kelly that had
been raised to th is pompaus height. lt was
somewhat a welcome ending to the evening
which just hours ago had taken him to beyond
the heights of pomposity.
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Observer
...because -you know you wähf to.
send your article, op/ed, comics, or photo to
Observer@bard.edu
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Kelly, shown here in 1975: Sald poets, because "they do not have hobbies, they eat
everything."

MINAfRA'S
ITALIAN DELI & CATERING

•Bard Cd Returns!•
After a year in remission the ldea of compiling a CD of Bard bands is back again.
A group of seniors has already begun work on the album, whose sales will benefit the
graduation activities. The twenty bands and performers were chosen out of the
roughly forty who submitted demos or played du ring two days of auditions, which were
held earlier this month.
Toni Fortini and Jane Gilvin are the seniors spearheading the effort, and Sound
Crew members Jeff Eastman, Dan Brunnumer and Bjorn Quenemoen have assisted
them in deciding who was selected for the album. Because of the response the idea
of a double CD was looked into, but the cost was too expensive for expected sales. ln
choosing which musleians to lnclude Fortini said that variety was highly stressed.
Because of this, the album boasts an eclectic and diverse mix of music, including
funk, punk, electronic, soul, and even two short cello duets.
The first CD of Bard bands, Songs From the Old Gym, was the brainchild of Allen
Josey and put tagether in 2000 as a collaboration between BETIY and the senior
class. That year the entire process was carried out towards the middle of second
semester in about three weeks. Last year, a Iack of studentinitiative prevented a
compilation from being made. Part of th.e criticism from the first album was that it
seemed too restricted by the bandsthat played in the Old Gym. Forthat reason, variety was considered more important in this year's edition, which will also have a different title, as yet undecided. Most of the performers and bands on the album this year
are recognizable to casual fans of Bard music and include Dirty Hearts, Cain, Mether
Ming, and Hilary Konard. Fortini believes "lt's something that definitely should happen
each year. lt's a really good project and l'm glad it's going so weil."
The recordings will bemastered in February and it will take until around midMarch for the 500 copies to be pressed. The entire project is student produced,
including the artwork and CD's are expected to seit for $5-7 apiece.

"A Touch Of Italy In Red Hook, NY"
Specializing In Hornemade Mozzarella
Import:ed Italian Mears & Ch eeses
ltali·an Pastries & Arthur A ve. B read Products

7466 S. Broadway

Red Hook, NY 12571

(914) 758-0940
Fax (914) 758-0950

Made-ta-Order
Sandwich is Our
Specialty.

-Jacob Cottlngham
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Rare Hamlet film abducted during screening.

What is CSPRB?
THE CSPRB IS a board chaired by John Kelly, Jr. established
to bring campus safety issues to light and to review policies
concerning Bard students and their community. With conflicts aside, John (Dean of First Year StuBents), Director of
Safety and Security Ken Cooper, Assistant Director of Safety
and Security Chris Stier, Associate Director of Health Service
Barbara-Jean Briskey, Allen Josey (Director of Student
Activities), and Kevin Thayer (Residence Life) can all be
found in attendance. ln addition, two to three students have
traditionally been present as weil. ln the past, the CSPRB
has brought changes to campus like extending shuttle schedules on Thursdays and weekends and increasing lighting on
campus.
Continuing
from last semester's agenda, this
semester the
board dealt with
issues ranging
from proper disposal of needles,
to door propping,
to smoking in residence halls.
Door propping
has never been
allowed in the
school's past, but
now they are
being enforced
more strictly.
lncidents of wild
animals in dormitory Iounges have made this policy a top priority (specifically
skunks in Tewksbury and dogs reported inside dorms). Door
propping also helps prevent theft and intrusion. Earlier in
the year, an incident involving Red Hook kids playing Frisbee
inside a dormitory resulted in a Bard student injury. Another
major topic of discussion was parties with alcohol. There
was a growing concern from administration for parties that
provided alcohol. The feeling is that they must be monitared
more closely as safety and liability issues become more of a
reality, which could potentially devastate the school or an
individual student's life. The decision of the committee was
that registered hosts would no Iongerbe allowed to serve
hard alcohol at parties. Students already planning this past
ISO Formal, an event that has historically served alcohol,
were allowed to have hard alcohol at this event if they hired
a trained bartender to run the bar. But it is clear that the
discussion on Iiquor at parties will continue indefinitely.

This semester
the board dealt
with issues ranging from proper
disposal of needles, to door
propping, to
smoking in residence halls.

Below is a recap of the issues covered this semester.
Recap of Fall 20011ssues and Changes
-Parties with Alcohol: standardizing policy for all parties with
alcohol
-Door Propping: fines will be enforced for door propping

NANCY LEONARD'S weekly Thursday night screening for
her "Shakespeare and Film" class was the scene of a
dramatic and surprising heist earlier this month. As
the rare 1964 Russian language Ham/et, directed by
Grigori Kozintsev, was being projected for a class of
about thirty, three people working with the speed and
coordination of professionals, burst through the front
door of Preston and in a matter of seconds had
secured the tape and fled the building.
Andrew Gori was working projection at the time
and said that the three burglars were wearing white Tshirts, black-face makeup and black trench coats. He
was downstairs at the actual moment of the theft helping someone with their film, when the screen went
blank. Explaining the situation he said, "At first, I
thought there was a problern with the tape or something, but after checking it out I realized someone had
taken it." Apparently, one of the robbers held open the
door to Preston while the two others ran upstairs.
Once outside the projection booth, one of them held
that door
as the third
ejected the
video.
These two
then ran
down to the
open
Preston
door still
being held
by their
accomplice.
A student in the screening at the time, Jean Pesce
related what she knew, "I was unconscious for most of
the film and when I woke up for about five minutes, the
screen went blue. Jean-Marc said he had seen some-

Bard Eiction_Pdze_l\ward ed
Winner gets $30K, temporary home in Annandale.
by[Sean-Sulliva-n

-Transportation: distribution of shuttle schedules to local
businesses and review of service
-"Student Lifeline"· when a Bard student is stranded in an
area (for example, JFK airport or Poughkeepsie), arrangements can be made for the student to be picked up; only
one use per year*
The CSPRB is an integral part of the Bard community
and in order for the board to represent equally the administration's point of view as weil as the students' point of view,
student participation on the board is strongly encouraged. lf
you want to get involved or if you have any questions or concerns, please contact Robert Lee (rl226@bard.edu) or John
W. Kelly, Jr. (kellyjr@bard.edu).

* "Student Lifeline" is a work in progress, so it does not exist
yet. The community will be notified once this policy has
been activated .

The Bord pbserver
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ON NOVEMBER 1st, the first annual
Bard Fiction Prize was awarded to
Nathan Englander. The Bard Fiction
Prize was established to encourage
young writers of fiction to passionately pursue their creative aspirations and goals. lt also serves to
reaffirm Bard's reputation as one of
the top literary colleges, from where
many talented and astounding
American creative writers are found.
Writers such as Sau I Bellow, Mary
McCarthy, Ralph Ellison, Toni
Morrison, John Ashbery, Philip Roth,
William Weaver, Chinua Achebe,

-Smoking in Residence Halls: awareness of the health hazards of smoking

- by Robert Lee

one running out of
Preston
and later
some girl
said some
guys had
stolen the
tape. They
were even
looking at
their
watches."
Hanlon
SmithDorsey,
who was
Preston: The scene of the crime
also present, said "lt seemed like it was something out of absurdist cinema. I didn't really believe it at first" Nancy
Leonard was unavailable for comment, and there
is no word on why the bandits did not simply
come in through the Aspinwall entrance closer to
the projection booth. Added Pesce, "I was trying
to hold in my laughter because Nancy Leonard
was so upset. But why the fuck would anyone
want a Russian Hamlet? And with no subtitles at
that."
Apparently, the film is unavailable in the
United States and won 't come out on DVD until
the year 2003. The tape was returned several
days later through campus mail wrapped in newspaper with "NANCY LEONARD" printed in block lettering on the outside. lt would seem that the culprits,
besides having a flair for the dramatic, now also have
copy of a rare Harnlet movie, in Russian without subtitles.

Three Burglars
were wearing white
T-shirts, black
make-up and black
trench coats.

-Needles: bins for proper disposal of needles to be set up
araund campus and in health services
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and Mona Simpson have all contributed to expanding the vast
amount of groundbreaking Iiterature that has been associated with
Bard College.
The actual prize consists of
$30,000 as weil as being appointed the "writer-in-residence" for one
semester du ring the school year.
The cash awarded is given by a
selected donor. Becoming the
"writer-in-residence" gives the winner the opportunity to work in a fertile and intellectual environment
and absorb all of Bard's quirks that
would certainly provide for many
interesting fictional representational
accounts. Who the
prize is awarded to
is decided by a
panel of judges,
based on a review of
each contestant's
portfolio. Nathan
Englander will be
the "writer-in-residence" for the
upcoming spring
semester in 2002.
Englander is no
stranger to winning
awards, having also
won the 2000
Pen/Malamud
Award for Excellence
in Short Fiction.
Born in New York in
1970, he has an
extensive education
having earned his
Bachelor's degree at
Binghamton
University and later
his Master's Degree

in Fine Arts at the University of
lowa. Also, he has taken time to
study at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. Short works of his have
appeared in such literary publications as: The New Yorker, The
Atlantic Monthly, American Short
Fiction, Story Magazine, and the
anthologies The Art of the Story and
Neurotica . Currently, Englander is
working on his first novel, to be
published by Knopf. Knopf has previously published an earlier collection of Englander's work entitled
For the Relief of Unbearable Urges.
The judges of the Bard Fiction
Prize were impressed with
Englander's first book, For the
Relief of Unbearab/e Urges, which
compiles nine stories. Each story
dealt with the human condition
relating to Jewish tradition and he
was able to takesuch an esoteric
topic and make it interesting, relevant, and entertaining for all to read
and enjoy. Englander's language
combines simplicity, intimacy, and
sympathy to express a truly original
outlock on humanity. The judges
stated that, "with utter and compassionate clarity... Englander is first
and last a brilliant storyteller."
Look for Mr. Nathan Englander
tobe roaming araund Bard campus
soon, this upcoming semester for
Spring 2002. Tell him to try our
magnificent Kline pasta bar.

Nathan Englander: Not a brooding Kenny G
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DJ Krush

J

Coen Brothers Movie Revi.ew

J

HERE'S THE movie in a nutshell: a close-up of Billy Bob Thornton, stonefaced with a cigarette wedged
between his lips. Around him, the clean retro black and white world moves on, complete with shining
black cars and the revolving barber shop pole. The stunning cinematography in The Man Who
Wasn't There grabs your attention long before the script does. The audience is presented with a
THIS ALBUM plays more like
smooth black world suspiciously free of clutter, yet carefully arranged so as not to give us the _ _ . .
a Iabei compilation than the
feeling of simple American homogeneity.
work of a single artist. DJ Krush
Billy Bob Thornton is excellent as Ed Crane, the ambivalent barber who tolerates his
puts together an album that has
wife's infidelity until a
tracks ranging from nu-jazz, to hip hop,
sketchy entrepreneur
to some late night Cinemax sound track
enters his barbershop.
stuff. This, however, is both good and bad
Crane blackmails his
because while the tracks all have their own flawife's Iover in order to raise capital for a dry cleaning venvor some of them Iack in quality.
ture that fails before it begins. Following this, his life
The first track, aptly titled "Song 1," is some
begins to unravel, leaving him in the deadpan eye of the
super laid back broken beat track with some amazing
storm. The plot is filled with offbeat twists in the quirkyoverlaid vibraphone and recorder tracks. lt's an example
yet-provocative style typical of the Coen brothers, and the
of serious nature pondering music. lt sets the mellow mood
strength of the script lies within its duality between a relawhich continues in the second track, "Zen Approach," featuring
tively simple idea, and the disproportional effects that
a cameo by the Roots' Black Thought. lt's a real cool out beat with
such small actions have on Ed Crane.
some spacey echo sounds hiding in the background. The third track
I combed the dialogue for cliches and extraneous fluff, and what I found was a script that
continues with the mellow atmosphere but more in the Tricky vein with
treated me as an adult. lt was revolutionary to see a filmthat didn't condescend by tryvocals by Zap Mama whose wild voice ranges somewhere between Bjork
ing to tel I me how to feelabout a character. Quite the contrary, the Coen brothers
and Macey Gray. One of the weaker on the album, this track gets sort of melotactfully avoided labeling Ed Crane in any typical way, and I tound that they treated
dramatic, with a soft porn soundtrack type of pulsing and moaned vocals.
each supporting actor in the same delicate way. Frances McDermont in particuBut then the fourth track "Sonic Traveler," happens, and it makes it all better by
lar was both raw and enticing as Crane's wife, Doris, surprising the audience
whisking us out to sea and onto the island of Kudi and Emili who are apparently some
with her deliverance of lines like, "honey, shave my legs."
sort of ako beta drum creatures controlled by Tunde Ayanyemi. I don't know what sort of
No premeditated notions of what this movie entails hold true. From an
drums these are, if they are drums at all, but they sound like something born of the affair
off-beat dream sequence involving a run-in with a UFO to the Nabokovbetween the world's greatest sounding Djimbe and long deep chimes of similar merit. Over
esque relationship between Crane and a teenage pianist. I left the
top 1s some crazy, tastefully flangered drums
theater with the dual feeling of calm and confusion. What did I
that are reminiscent of some of the drum sounds
just see? How did I feel about it? My triend said that talking
on Aphex Twin's Come to Daddy EP. Track five
about the film made her head hurt. lt wasn't that The Man
"Duck Chase" is a bizarre search for the a duck with
Who Wasn't There is a head trip involving Edward Norton
rabbit ears headed to Bulgaria. lt's got kind of a battle
and a drastic plot change. On the contrary, it 1s prebeat to it with al l sorts of beeps and skraips as weil as an
sented with such a meditative simplicity that the
analog frequency that makes your ehest cavity knot up. This
audience is shocked at how far they've come by
tension builds into a pounding drum beat that crescendos with an
the end.
old man and a duck quack. The sixth track is a slow chase through a
Company Flow-assisted- 8/ade Runner-type beat world where EI-P acro- Jamie lglehart
batically talks shit about your vision of art.
After that thrashing the listener is gently laid down beneath the
blanket of a guitar loop, in a crad le of snare drum. Unfortunately, the
cradle, was placed on a bran ch made of wea k synth trumpet, then
the bough broke and down feil the cradle, mediocre track and all.
The seventh track has a solid beat and a voca l cameo by
N'Dea Davenport who has an amazing voice but very average lyrics. lt's not a bad song; it's just not of the same
caliber as the good tra cks from the rest of t he al bu m.
You might start to think that maybe there were just a few hot tracks right at the beginning of the album
which is now taking a turn for the bland, but then we're carried off by a gust of wind, told some sort of
Zen tidbit and dropped off with a real chill jazz guitar chased by a subtle distorted guitar. The
vocals are laid down by BOSS THE MC. I have no idea what language he speaks but it seems to
combine the better sounds of German and Japanese. Maybe it's not even a language, but
whatever it is, the sounds flow amazingly, and then two vocal tracks are laid over the top of
each other weaving a web of sound that makes you forget what you were t hinking about.
The tenth track, "Endless Railway," is mind boggling. ?uestlove of the Roots plays
drums behind some crazy sounds Krush worked up t hat range fro m t hick grinding
frequencies to haunted wailing. This track sounds a Iot like some "Echoes" era
Pin~k Floyd with ?uestlove on drums. This is the track t hat makes ·all the stoned
kids in the room totally silent for six and a half minutes and then go whoa
when its over. The eleventh track is a pretty hot, up tempohip hop track
featuring scratches by Mista Sinista and vocals by Kukoo Da Baga
Bonez. This track is solid all around and does a nice job of allowing
you to collect yourself after the roll er coaster ride of the previous
track. The last track is a sort of panned spacey spoken word
thing read by a Sunja Lee who has a crazy breathy, sensual
voice, and talks about post apocalyptic type stuff, but with
an end-of-times, Zen type of feel as opposed to the more
sci-fi, Deltron approach. The album could end like tha t,
but then the secret track comes on. But since I
spoiled the surprise of the secret track, I won't teil
you what it's like.
Overall this is an excellent album. Krush
does a nice job of laying down a real 67
Tony Trishka showed these
minute audio adventure. lf you've got a
kids how he's really fucking
blunt, some friends, some free time,
good at the banjo.
and need a new album to Iisten to,
this is an excellent choice. lt's
Playing for several hours and
got a little bit of everything for
two sets, the show covered
chilling, and almost all of it
almost every style of banjo,
is really good.
bringing the audience

Zen

DOWNTHE
ROAD.
NOVEMBER

big banjo
Blowout

- Patrick
Rodgers

through the history of the
instrument both musically
and orally.
The crowd swelled into the
hallway and most of them
were tapping their feet. lt
happened the Thursday
before Thanksgiving.
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David Sh rigley CCS Show Review
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byj Jack Lewis

burst of fresh air. Jokey, casual work in a white-walled
naive, while at the same time depicting adult themes.
space is rare.
Kolchaka, in a similar vain to Johnson, prints his work in
THE FIRST TIME I walked into David Shrigley's exhibit, I saw
There are also photos
comic book form , a medium
a small baby-blue handbag that looked as if someone had
mixed in areund the drawings
designed for mass consumpaccidentally left it on a pedestal. lt turned out to be the
with similar one-liners : a leaf
tion
first work of art in this funny, sometimes interesting, and
among thousands of other
To me, Shrigley's work seems
sometimes annoyingly shallow survey of this English
leaves with the words, One
to be about the kids jumping
artist's work. Shrigley works in an array, of mediums, phoday a big wind will come and,
rLR<. r Too
up and down on the paintings
tography, sculpture and drawings - and seems tobe chuck- written on it with wh ite paint,
MVOi ltoP1lR"fl\tJC~
in the museum in, Why we got
ling to hirnself in the corner behind every object.
and it's funny because it's
~"' oe:rrc .;s.
the sack from the museum.
His sculptures in the show are hyper real and are usu- true. There is the photo of a
OfS TE'T ~ R E'R U '{ ~A !' ~·r
He's making tun of visual culvf?E~~oNFil
Ut. Y ! P-~ T!.lt II! n ' "'~ .
ally !arger versions of other mundane objects. There's the
lost sign taped to the side of
l.'r' l r>_,R~Ff!R ~~
ture
and how we interpret it
( .. 1-11) H L >O ~ M't;Ll S.1
!arge nail head protruding from the barren wall, the single
a tree that says, Lost: Grey
He's crude, but very self-aware
leaf of lettuce with (average sized) cigarette burns in it,
and white pigeon with black
ofthat fact. I get the feeling
and an above average sized walnut. The pieces are made
bits. Normal size. A bit
that his sarcastic and wry
from fi berglass, polyester and cement and painted as realmangy looking. Does not
nature laughs at the viewer,
istically as possible. Looking at this work it occurred to me have a name, with a number L
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' and not with them . I Iook at it
that they exist in order to prove to the viewer that he has
at the bottom for you to call. A sculpture from the Shrigly show. Hopefully, this picture will
and laugh, but walk away and
the ability (or the assistants) to make very technically oriThat made me laugh when 1 turn out weil enough for you to read what it says.
can 't always remember what I
ented work. However, his drawings are less refined .
saw it. His work is at times
was laughing at. lt ends up
I hesitate to call his drawings illustrations, because
ridiculous, but honest and weil meaning. lt reminded me
being more one-dimensional compared to The Simpsons ,
they're so purposefully rough and slap-dish. They are
of a sign I saw in Washington Square Parkthat said,
whose subtle put-downs of consumer culture and family
shown in bunches - fifteen to thirty at a time - in nice glass
"Found Sunday: Two expertly rolled joints. Ca II if they're
values always lurk in the 'back my mind.
frames. Though many of the drawings are labeled sepayours. Don 't worry I am not a cop."
Sure Shrigley is witty and sure his work is funny, but I
rately, they're displayed as if they were one piece, an exploShrigley has been described as England's Matt
wonder if he could sustain his witticisms for Ionger then
sion of jokes and puns. The drawings are pen and ink and
Groen ing. This might be because of his use of humor and
one page. None of the work, though grouped together, un iIook like deodies anyone might do during a boring lecture
cartoons in his work. To me his drawings resemble mailfies to form any coherent thought, except to say, "Iook at
or class. There's the one that says, What happens to you
artist Ray Johnson's work: witty, sarcastic and drawn fast
what a funny guy I am ." The strengest piece in the show is
after you die, a . . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . and rough. 8oth artists
The Vandal 's Shadow, a gray painted sculpture that sits
are
four panel
pranksters, making fun of high
flat on the wall and curves onto the floor. The wall part is
com ic-strip
art. Unlike Johnson, who sent
grating like from a closed storefront and the floor part
depicting a cofr fol'l! D fl O!,.J
thousands (maybe millions?) of
Iooks like cement. lt is the shadow of a person . lf you
~~'
fin being thrown
his drawings through the mail
stare at it long enough you see that what appears at first
oft of a cliff.
to people everywhere, Shngly's
to be smoke coming from the shadow's head, is really the
There's the four
work must be shown in galleries shadow of a hand and a can of spray paint. lf you stand
at
panel strip of a
for people to see it because the the feet it becomes your shadow, and you become the
• ,.,'*··van;'\
group of iconosetting contradicts the work.
dal about to deface the walls of the CCS gallery. lt's funny,
M~·
clasts picking
Whereas Johnson's artwas
1~'it's smart, it's interactive, it's not a comic book, but it's still
- ·<li,.,;
:::c
work off muse,.j about involving everyone and
good.
l'<IU.-um walls and
making friends, Shrigley is more
>.,_A lf
j umping up and
involved with impressing people
''fr ..-/-:..._"-....
t·. ....
down on them,
~
and showing off his witty
~with the caption,
nature.
Why we got the
Another drawing: Reactions of
sack from the
One of several clusters of work on display for free at the ccs.
your family when you told them
museum. You
you were gay (but you weren 't
really (or were you)), has eight panels, each one representget the point right?
ing a different character, including a happy dog, a King
laughed when I saw it. The work is made funnier
Kong-like ape grasping a woman and a drooling child. This
because it's shown in a gallery setting, on white walls with
nice frames and not stra ight out of someone's school note- drawing made meth ink of the comic book artist James
Kolchaka because both artists' drawings are purposely
book. I liked it the first time I saw it because it was like a
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Cla ssi c or Cra pta stic ?
Sirnon Worman's Joint Smoking Ru/es
by \Michael Marlin, Jr.

I

With Simen Worman's headshop classic Joint Smoking Ru/es
recently becom ing available to mass market retailers, it is perhaps
time to reanalyze the book that proudly boasts it six-time placement on the ' High Times Magazine Hemp 100." This edition features new illustrations by Carmen Cerra, an extensive glossary of
marijuana terms, and 75 "original, unofficial' rules to keep in mind
when handling a Jay.
lt's easy to see why Worman 's guide has become a cult
favorite among pot-enthusiasts. lt's simple to read; the pictures
are large; and as many agree, there are actually rules to smoking,
and finally someone has put them on paper for fast, clear reference. At the same time, however, it's easy to over-appreciate a
book such as this simply because of the idea of it. Who wouldn't
want a copy of all the essential rules of pot-smoking? Butthat
doesn't mean that the person who actually creates such a guide is
L,·
successful in doing so.
SJm- Wo.rmaa
Granted, some of the rules, along with their illustrations, are
t-- -~ c.-..
.. .,- . . . . very funny. For someone who is reading the rules while simultaneously condoning them (i.e. joint already in mouth), the book may - ···;..".;..._....;._._
_ _ _~----provide a surplus of entertainment, and keep the attention of the reader for a surprising
ly long time. Rule
39 states: ' When you 're at a party, or there just happens to be two or more joints
going in different directions at the same time, and they both end up in your hands, you must definitely
take a hit off both joints.
Trafficking fees, of course."
But for the hemp-lover who reads when not intoxicated , many rules do not seem
funny at all, and finishing the book takes about a half-hour only. This is not to say that Joint Smoking Rules
should be read as an
absolute comedy, but some rules simply seem too obvious or too random: ' Rule
#31. lf you aren't areund
when the joint is burning, it is your loss." Also, the book is filled with small comments
that appear only to
be inside-jokes between the author and his friends: "Just ask Taylor."
Those who collect marij uana paraphernalia, or who want possibly the only recorded
guide to pot conduct in existence, should definitely purchase Sirnon Worman 's book. Disregarding
its underground reputation and hype, those who abide by their own joint-smoking rules may want to spend
the $12.95 on something more ...stimulatin g.
""-# .-~~ ·
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Bard Film Comm ittee
WHEN & WHERE?
All BFC screenings are on Friday and Sunday
nights in the Campus Center theater. Each
evening we show two films, one at 7:00 and
one at 9:00. Sundays
are the reverse screening order from Fridays.
WHAT's SHOWING?
12/7 & 12/9
Down by Law & Arie/

WHAT ARE THEY ABOUT?

- Down by Law
Dir. Jim Jarmusch, USA, 1986, 107 min .
B&W
The dead end existences of two born to
loose sad sacks who wind up in jail together
are unexpectedly transformed with the arrival
of a hilariously guileless ltalian tourist who
Ieads his cellmates in an unlikely breakout
inspired by American prison movies he's
seen.

-Arie/
Dir. Aki Kaurismaki, Finland,1989, 74 min.
Color
A biting satire of western values d genres. Upon losing his job, Taisto, a miner,
inherits a huge white Cadillac convertible'
from his suicidal tather and embarks on a
wild trip across the bleak Iandscape of
Finland. By the end of the journey the stonefaced man has been involved in a mugging, a
jailbreak, a marriage, a car theft, and a bank
hold-up.

•

I

E'ditorial/opinions

by IAshton Morris
Sam Barlekoff
Ryan Gay
What is happening to Bard?
lt's a question that seemingly everyone
asks at some point in his or her college
career. lt's a debilitating disease that
we here call "Oid Bard Syndrome."
Symptoms include Statements such as
''When I was a freshman ... ", "Bard
sucks now... ", and ''Why the hell are all
these freshman talking on cell phones
all the time?'' But despite the opinions
many students develop as they become
more and more jaded, there is some
relevance to this feeling of disgruntlement. The question before us is this:
Was Bard cooler "back in the day''?
Let's begin with an example
that many are familiar with, namely, the
party thrown traditionally on the first
night of L&T to welcome the newbies to
Bard. The party my first year rocked,
and I helped throw it for another batch
of freshmen when I was a sophomore.
So I was very excited to help organize
something for this year's freshmen,
when, from seemingly out of nowhere,
the administration squashed it Iaster
than a moderation board can crush your
will to live. lt's na'ive to assume that by
preventing the freshmen from drinking
du ring L& T that they will resolve to
avoid said alcohol the rest of the year;
all they have to do is wait two weeks for
the rest of the students to return before
being inundated with sin . Besides,
what's to assume that these students
hadn't partied like rock stars their entire
high school career? What happened to
days of yore when Leon said that the
drinking age should be 18 and we

old Bard?
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smoked bowls on the steps of ''Ye Olde
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What happened to days of
yore when Leon· said that the
~rinking age should be 18
and we smoked bowls on the
steps of "Ye Olde Gyme?"

iss Muffy, & Fmotioo Eric
Kissmyass, dM
for boredom
Possible eure foun

by IEiizabeth Daley

I

I am so bored I could die. lt's
not that I don't have work to do or
friends to bitch with , or at; I do, but for
some reason neither of these things
seem to comfort me. That is when I
notice that one of the computers in the
library is connected to kissmyass.com.
My eyes light up. I never, in my wildest
dreams , imagined that a random name I
used to type in that blank place that you

September tragedy this seemed to be
the only place (other than comedy central) that could Iook on the brighter, or
just freakier, side of life.
I suppose I have a few more
recommendations that have helped me
personally get over the impending
doom/war hump and also avoid many
class assignments: Miss MuHy and the
Muff Mob have cerlainly been inspirational. My neighbor Stephanie turned
me on to the cute saucy cartoon girls
with muffins on their heads at

on their heads that
star in rap videos
with music ripped
oft of Snoop Dogg,
cursing and baking
muffins for shits
and giggles . Also
at bul/seyeart.com
is "Makin ' Moves ," a
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booboo and his
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teils me that people as far away
following their escapades ever since.
Hispanic employer that sounds like the
Connecticut are living out my dreams of
Though Kiesha Cornbread is slightly
taco bell chiuaua.
"burning possessed teddy bears" or
offensive, so is the notion that there is a
Ok one last !hing: I know I sound
being tied to a goat. ln light of the
mob of mostly white girls with muffins

Though "Kiesha Cornbread"
is slightly offensive, so is the ~ii·~~~ni;~~·~i:s
notion that there is a mob of ~~~~~~:;emc;;~~~~
~:~~d~i:~~~:;~~~:
mostly wh ite gi rls with
muffins ön their heads that . ~~:~~~i:es~~~~hat
.h
.d
.
Star 1n rap VI eos Wlt mUSIC ~~;;:i·n~~~r:~i~~~or
~~~:~ ~a~~~ii::· Part
rlpped off of Snoop Dogg.
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like a huge
technoloving
geek but
since arriving at Bard
I have discovered
that technology
provided
mewith
the only
person to
Iove:
Emotion
Eric at emotioneric.com would perhaps
be the only one to return my loving
gazes with Iooks of horror, panic, Iove
and/or bemusement depending on my
personal preference. Eric will even
convey an emotion you suggest. He is
currently working on the emotion of
white trash and that of a
kleptomaniac/necrophilliac. I can teil
you this as someone who doesn't even
own a computer: it is weil worlh the purchase just to see smiling , impaled, or
gassy Eric staring faithfully in your
direction. lf you are still bored alter all
this .... just do what you always do: bitch ,
moan , or get drunk.
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You have been very
naughty unintellectual children!
Almost all of you have forgotten to
submit your questions for this week !
How do you expect our homegrown
forum of bastard righteousness to go
on like this? I need your support,
people! Don't forget to send your
questions, comments, and concerns
to mm374@bard.edu or via campus
mail to Michael "l ndie" Marlin , Jr.
Now, let's get to the news.
-Ratemypoo.com! The
name says it all. Thousands of new
web-surfers are cyber-flocking everyday to the website that allows you to
judge people's freshly squeezed
excrement. Parodying the infamous
hotornot.com in which users rate
physical beauty on a scale from 1 to
10, ratemypoo.com focuses primarily
on what's in the teilet. ln some
(even more distasteful) pictures,
however, the "log" hasn't fully left its
bearer. Believe it or not, ratemypoo.com is a rapidly growing site
with hundreds of new submissions
and ratings daily. I recommend the
site for Bard students , who, as we
know, are notorious for rock-solid

hippy plops.
-Harry Madness. The
debut of the new Harry
Potter movie continues to
break records across the
country. Premiering on 8200
screens the first weekend,
Potter earned over $93.5
million in the first 3 days,
surpassing the 1997 record
held by Jurassie Park: The
Lost World, which earned
only $72.1 million in the
sametime frame. Advice to
intellectuals : DO NOT SEE
HARRY POTTER. Seeing
such a movie is quite unintellectual. ln fact, watehing
movies of any kind is unintellectual. They rot your brain
and turn you into a senselass goat that should be
ostracized from our elitist society.
Reading Plato is the only activity that
is permitted, which you may continue
doing as soon as you are finished
reading this column.
·Does anyone want to be
a millionaire anymore? Anyone?
Please? ABC reported "uncertainty"
recently regarding the return of "Who
Wants tobe a Millionaire" next fall.
The hit game show hosted by Regis
Philbin has been on a steep decline
in ratings over the past year, causing
network executives to ponder the
possibility of canceling the show. ln
its place ABC has considered airing
a new "reality" show that will feature
Kathy Lee Gifford making "wild monkeyish Iove" to the former cast of
"Zoobilee Zoo ." Or maybe I just
made that up.
-Piaying games. 8oth
Nintendo's Gamecube and
Microsoft's Xbox were released a
week ago in what is expected to
become the most intense video
game console war in history. But,
being the intellectuals that we are,
the only games we are permitted to
play are chess and batlieship (not
the electronic talking kind .

Electricity, .after all, is highly unintellectual) .
-George W. Bush Elected
new U.S. president. Almost a year
later ... still trying to get over it.
Ok, kids. Q&A time. Let's
select one randomly from the goody
bag ...
Oew lndie,
. ,.
,,
' Whenever l say ttiau <iorq :;
Hke a took that we are ·fe_adin:g in
class, E!veryone yells at me, and
sometlmes the protessor laughS.
Whyi~that?

Sfnceh)ly,
Oepressed
Dear Depressed,
You are obviously an idiot.
Don't you know that every book you
read in college is a masterpiece to
be honered and cherished no matter
what it is? The professors teach
those books for a reason; so if you
don't like them , that means you don't
understand them . Don't bother your
professors (or me) with such ignorance.
Thanks for writing!
lndie

Editor-i'n-Chief:
Jacob Cottingham
·X.·

. News Editor:
· ' M..'zubai'r rtossain

Dear Scared,
Sex is a complicated issue,
and it mi.ght not relate to your question whatsoever. But I think it is safe
to assume that sex is an intellectual
process that we can a/1 enjoy. So if
you want to fuck the bastard, go for
it. lf not, too bad for him.
Thanks for writing!
lndie
That's all for today, kids! Don't forget
to write as soon as possible. Next
issue: Nietzeheis God. Until then ,
l'm a bastard; goodnight.

• ls There a Fight Club at Bard? •
Rümorhas it !hat there has t)een an li~erground pf.g~,i~~it~ij~faärd ~
beat the living crap .out of eacf1 otfief I fhlnk I ··
.NOrth Campus area,:.when t heard
engulfed me as I saw brawny

srowlyJbr<
__ _.,L_
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sei t:.rgene: lncredible Athlete
The exclusive Interview
by

!Michael Marinil

GOKSEL LED THE BARD MEN'S socc~r
team to their best season ever. He had
an amazing season and managed to
score 20 goals. What a crazy guy. But
man he is a good soccer player.
Michael Morini: Do you have any comments on this past season?
Goksel Ergene: Not really. Which seasonthough?
MM: The soccer season. The fall soccer
season.
GE: Good season man.
MM: Yes. Good season.
MM: Would you like to talk about your
relationship with the team, or the coach?
Do you all get along?

GE: We have a big family out there.
Everybody loves each other.
MM: So you like Scott {the head coach)?
GE: Yeah, he's like the big brother.
MM: That's nice.

MM: So you played soccer in high
school , right?
GE: Yeah .
MM : Where are you from?
GE: Turkey.
MM: How is it different playing on the
college Ievei than it was playing
in high school? Was it really competitive?
GE : Back in Turkey, yeah .
MM: What is it like there? ls it harder
playing here?
GE: No it's harder in Turkey. More competetive.
MM: So were you one of the top players
on the team in high school?
GE: Everybody was a top player.
MM: So about competition . ls it all about
winning for you or are you in it for the
Iove of the game or just to have tun?
GE: Just for tun . I don't really like playing soccer.
MM: You don't like playing soccer?
GE: Weil I really like playing soccer but I
don't give a fuck what happens.
MM : lf you win or lose?
GE: Yeah .
MM: Where do you see the team in
years to come? Did you guys lose a Iot
of seniors?
GE: Yeah we are going to lose a Iot of
people. Three center-mids . They are
the play-makers. I don't know but I think
we are going to get a guy from
Switzerland who's really good.
MM: So maybe you'll be as streng next
year?
GE: Maybe. There is a possibUity. At
least we'll be better than we were last
year.
MM: Yeah, last year the team was five
and. something .
GE: Yeah . Five and something.

Goksel can even flyl What a great guy.

MM : So you guys were ranked 1Oth in
the metro league·this season . Do you
think in the near future this could happen
again?
GE: Weil probably not next year but
maybe in five years or so.
MM : So when both of us are Ieng gone.
GE: Yeah .
(some chuckles)
MM : So how does soccerfit into your
life? ls it just for fun or do you possibly
want to do it the rest of your life. .
GE: No. l'm definitely not going to do it.
MM: So after your 4 years is up, that's it?
Your putting away your cleats?
GE: I think so, yeah . l'm basically a film
major and maybe l'd wish to play on soc
cer documentaries, like on sports channels.
MM: Would you ever wanttobe a soccer
coach for a little league? For little kids?
GE: No way.
MM: So do you know what you want to
do with a film degree?
GE: l'd want to werk on a sports channel
most likely.
MM: Like ESPN?
GE: Maybe.
MM: So what's your favorite meal at
wonderful Kline
dining commons?
GE: Hmmm.

MM: Are you one of those chicken
nugget fans?
GE: Yeah. All kinds of chicken . Chicken
everything .
MM: What about not at Kilne?
GE: lt would be a Turkish food . Feod
made with eggplants.
MM: Oh I like eggplants! They have that
at Kline . . .but it's pretty bad.
GE: Yeah it is.
MM: So your glasses are taped. ls that
from soccer?
GE: This is my third pair of glasses. The
first pair broke at soccer practice. The
secend pair broke randomly. I think I sat
on this pair. I was drunk one night.
MM: This pair has trainer's tape on it.
ll's stylish. ll's your Iook.
MM: Would you ever want to get a new
pair?
GE: Weil 1'11 stick with these foranother 3
weeks.
MM: Weil when you get a new pair you
should pul tape on them too. lt's very
stylish . Do you have any other comments?
GE: No.
MM: II was a good season . Good job
and thanks for the interview.

Dave Dash: Freshman Fenom
by !Michael Morini I
DAVE DASH HAS HAD an
amazing season with the Men's
Cross Country team . ln the
Vassar lnvitational race Dave
beat the previous record set by
Zack Walkinsen in 1986 of
30:38. Dave finished the 8k
race in 29:31 . Dave and I go
way back. We're both from
Massachusetts. We met in the
art building the other night just
before Dave got to werk on his
reproduction of a Mondrian
Michael Morini: Sö you're pretty damn fast huh?
David Dash: Ha ha ha. yeah .
MM: So do you play other
sportstoo?
DD: I play basketball for the
Bard basketball team .
MM: Oh didn't you have a game
tonight?
DD: Yeah. We lost by 27
MM: Oh that's no good. So did
you get a Iot of play time?
DD: Yeah I got a little. I was on
the bench for most of it. I had 2
points. I am a defensive specialist. They bring me in to run up
and down the court and dive for
balls.
MM: Or dash for balls? I bet you
get that a Iot though . ll's probably a little annoying. Kinda like
the whole world coming up to
me and saying, "Oh Iook you
cut your hair! "
DD: Yeah.
MM: Yeah . l'm not stupid and
blind.
{laughs fill the room)
MM: So did you play cross
country and basketball in high

are from Massachusetts)
school?
DD: Yeah , Brookline has had 2
DD: No. I just did cross country
guys in the Olympic trials .
and tennis .
MM: Really? Wow. Ok. So how
MM: Oh ihat's right you play
do you prep for a race?
tennis too . (we both played in
DD: The night before I like to
the Bard tennis tournament this
fall) Are you going to play tennis drink a Iot of water and eat
COUSCOUS .
in the spring?
MM: Nice. What flavor?
DD: Probably not.
MM: Probably not? Why is that? DD: Mediterranean curry.
MM: Oh l've never had that.
You don't want to play tennis
DD: lt's good . Especially with
with me man?
pine nuts.
DD: I don't like the people on
MM: I usually just stick with the
the team .
parmesan.
MM: Really? Me? Oh did you
DD: I like the parmesan too .
just say that cause l'm on the
DD: Then I try to get a good
team? Oh . I though you were
warm up in before the race. lt's
serious. Asshole . Just kidding.
all mental. 1t was a really good
MM: Did you do track in high
season . I really liked the team a
school too?
Iot. II was a big change from
DD: No. I don't like running
high school where it was 50
areund a track.
people on the team . I Iove the
MM: Yeah it's pretty boring .
coach . Fred's a great guy. The
Running in the woods is fun .
DD: That's the reason I run . I try people on the team are great. I
hope maybe we can get some
not to lose sight of why I run ;
more people on the team next
because I enjoy the outdoors. I
year, especially on the men's
do it for the fans actually. I do it
side. I !hink we are going to
for the ladies. Cross Country
have a successful program . l'm
gets all the ladies.
thinking the boys and girls are
MM: ll's the truth . I think. So,
going to win the Hudson Valley
did you set any school records
conference next year.
at your old high school?
MM : Nice. That's high hopes.
DD: No. My high school was
Dave's got high hopes (I was
one of the top running h[gh
singing this) . That's good man.
schools in the country.
That's what we need. More peoMM: Where is that?
ple who !hink like you.
DD: Brookline high school.
DD: Next yeqr l'm Ieeking to
MM: Oh really?
dominate.
Brian Muller: Mass! (Brian was
(Everyone had a good laugh
in the room)
here. Even Brian)
(There was then some talk
DD: l've got a summer training
about the fact that all 3 of us

I

program stenciled out. l'm going
to run next year and not lose a
race . l'm hoping by senior year
l'd l~ke to see the team going to
Nationals and taking a trip to
Colorade because the whole
team wants to go to Colorado.
Or. I might Iranster schools.
MM: So, what happened at the
Championships? I heard that
you got a little lost? (Dave got
lost and came in secend place
m the race)
DD: Y~ah . I. had just made my
move mto f1rst place and where
we were supposed to Iake a
sharp left I kept on going
st:aight. lt was tough to deal
w1th. I was sad after that race
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but Fred gave me a good pep
talk. He said it happened to
Fontaine.
MM: Who is that?
DD: A famous runner. lt didn't
happen to Fontaine. He just
made that up.
MM: So, you pretty much
answered most of my questions.
do you have a tavorite
movie?
DD: No. I have a favorite musician though .
MM: Ok. Who's that?
DD: Bob Dylan.
MM: Thanks man. So what do
you want to study?
DD: Political science.
MM: Oh are you taking that
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sports!
• SPORTS ! WITH YOUR HOST, MIKE MCRINI •

My Brain on Sports

having their cars pulled over and
searched . Do police seek out
football players because they
know football players come
Bad Boys. . What ya gonna do when they come for you? from inner city backgrounds ,
where drugs and gun possession are common? Or do
football players riding araund in SUV's big enough to
crush a small hause bring too much attention to themIN THE LAST TWO WEEKS , nine different NFL players
selves? The six players were all fined by the league
have been fined for disgracing the league by doing
and suspended one game by Browns coach Butch
things that would not make their mothers proud. The
Davis, and Eagles coach Andy Reid.
NFL has a long-standing history of employing felon s,
ln the best punishment the league has given out,
but lately the league and, more importantly, its coaches
Randy Moss was fined 10,000 dollars for excessive
have been cracking down on even the slightest misdetaunting in his game against the Giants when he secred
meanors. The NFL is run better than any other profesa tauch down. Persona]ly I !hink he should have been
sianal sports league in America . lts salary cap makes it
suspended for the rest of the season and since it was
so no one player makes 252 million dollars over 10
against My NY Giants, the death penalty should have
years (and then doesn 't even get their team to the playbeen considered. 1'11 ~ettle for the 10,000 dollar fine
offs.) There are no 19 year olds straight out of high
though , roughly about 1/260th of his salary. ln the
school in the league, and as opposed to the NHL their
weirdest of penalties, Darnon Moore of the Eagles was
teams have rich and action packed history and no stucharged with animal abandonment, when he left his
pid names like the Atlanta Trashers. The NFL's strict
puppy at a soccer field in Voorhees , NJ . Apparently
rules make it eilher the best-run league or the one that
both the A.S.PC .A and the NFL are more pissed about
most resembles Nazi Germany; it's really up for debate.
abandoning the puppy in a state like New Jersey than
lnjured running back Jamal Lewis Iaited a drug test
the actual act of abandoning it. Moore was fined and
and as a result was fined money and can't use the
may face a suspension .
team's training facility for his rehabilitation . ln a Iot of
All of these acts warranted a punishment, especialways this is stupid. Since Lewis is out for the rest of
ly Randy Moss' actions, but really the league is only
the season why can't he sit at home, watch the cartoon
being strict because of past embarrassment. Wife
network, and get high? lt doesn't affect anyone but
killing , rape , and massive amounts of drug possession
himself. Mike Seilers, Gerard Warren , and Lamar
have been commonplace among current and ex football
Chapman of the Browns were all arrested on drug and
players. The league is now stepping up and making
Iire arm charges when their car was pulled over by
even the tiniest infraction a reason for punishment.
police. The Philadelphia Eagles Terrence Carroll,
These punishments may be initially effective, although
Darret Crutchfield, and Correll Buckhalter were all
some of those mistakes were made without bad intenpulled over when their car smelled like marijuana. This
tions , but could ultimately cause a backlash. An impor
makes me wonder why we never hear about pro golf.ers

by !Dave Tramentel

JEWEL
SINGS
NATIONAL
ANTHEM
(oh yeah, and
Lennox Lewis
regains the heavywei ght Championship)

byiSean Sullivanl
November 17th brought an end
to Hasim Rahman's short reign
as the true Heavyweight
Champion of the world , when
Lennox Lewis knocked him out

in the fourth round with a powerful right cross. 1t was similar
to the punch that Rahman
knocked out Lewis with in the
fifth round of their first light back
in April, in Johannesburg, South
Africa . Throughout the weeks
leading up to their rematch ,

Rahman constantly ridiculed
and riled Lennox Lewis (one
insult which resulted in a brawl
on Sports Center), and seemed
to have the edge in confidence
and mental toughness.
Come light night, Hasim
Rahman appeared visibly nervaus and .shaky. lt was very
noticeable in his eyes. lt is possible that the pressure and magnitude of the event had an
adverse effect on him, as this
was the first time he'd ever
Iaken part in a light of such high
profile, and in front of a huge
crowd. The light in South Africa
didn't have anywhere near the
amount of significance that the
rematch had. This was to be
his first title defense. Becoming
Heavyweight Champion, one
also takes on many added
responsibilities as weil as worldwide fame , and that can be a Iot
for a fighter to handle.
Belare the pre-fight introduc-

not do any warm-up exercises
in his dressing room . This is
detrimental to fighters because
it will cause them to not find
their rhythm and comfort in the
ring at the outsei of a light.
Lennox Lewis maintained
almest complete control
throughout the four rounds of
action. Round One began with
a battle of the jabs, and both
fighters were determined to
prove theirs' was the strenger of
the two . Rahman did initiate
this combat. Lewis showed fluidity and poise while moving
araund the ring , which was
absent in the first light. Toward
the end of the round, Rahman
was cut over his left eye
because of a Lewis jab, but the
cut was not that serious. Round
Two saw much of the same ,
only with Lewis showing more
vigor. Looking relaxed and
comfortable , with aminute left in
the round , Lewis landed his first
serious combination , which did
not hurt Rahman too extensively
but did get his attention.
Lewis's jab was pumping with
authority and was not pawing,
which has been the case many
Iimes in previous fights .
Round Three made it clear !hat
Lewis was the more Iaiented of
the two pugilists. Lewis was
making it an easy night, by circling Rahman and throwing out
his jab, not allowing Rahman to
gain any initiative. However,
Rahman landed his best punch
of the light in this round , which
was a left hook to Lewis's head .
Lewis was hurt and clinched
Rahman. Lewis , for a briet
tions , singer Jewel came to the
ring to please the onlookers with moment, showed his biggest
flaw, his weak chin . Although ,
a rendition of the National
there was no follow-up attack by
Anthem. Franeo Bulaon said
Rahman , so Lewis was able to
that he liked her teeth because
shake off the effects of the
' they make her Iook cute ." As
punch .
Rahman approached the ring, it
ln Round Four, Lewis was much
was clear he was dry and did

tant player may be suspended for something stupid,
like puppy abandonment, the week before an important
game that may have landed the team in the playoffs.
The question still remains though , why does the
NFL have so many felons as opposed to other pro
sports? Does playing such a mac~o spart cause -these
types of run ins with the law? II this keeps up pretty
soon when announcing the starting line ups at games
along with height and weight, the league will have to
start giving out how many times a player has served
time. ' Defensive Tackle, number 90 out of Ball state ,
he served one year in prison for sexual molestation of a
turkey and was still voted league MVP.' lt's getting to
the point where the NFL makes its image worse by
announcing Jamal Lewis Iaited a drug lest in a year he
doesn't even play. Cou ldn't that have just been handled between the Saltimore Ravens and league officials? ·
The bottom line is the NFL is doing something
about their players' rocky relationship with the law.
Whether these minor charges do deserve a fine or a
suspension should be up to the coach . II there are certain people I would never want to face after being
arrested it's NFL coaches like Andy Reid or Butch
Davis. These guys could make a pit bull piss its pants.
II the league's cracking down on pot smoking and animal cruelty Ieads to less cases of murder and rape then
that's a good thing . Maybe had O.J. had such strict
rules when he was a player he would still be doing
Hertz rent-a-car commercials today. But boys will be
boys, and maybe the NFL could some how get a cross
over promotion going with the popular TV series COPS.
Jus! imagine a FOX TV special ' COPS: staring your
lavarite pro footbaU players.' lt would at least make for
some of that entertaining reality TV that everyone loves.

more aggressive than in any
other previous round , on the
advice of his trainer, Emmanuel
Stewa rd . With 1:46 left in the
round , Lewis threw a left hook
!hat grazed Rahman's face, not
causing any damage, but blocking his view of the lorthcoming
right hand, which knocked him
out. The right hand landed on
the jaw line by the ear. Rahman
feil down hard, and in trying to
rise and beat the count, blood
dripped onto the canvas . At the
count ol nine, Rahman almest
had made it back up, but immediately feil back down into the
ropes . The referee had no
choice but to stop the light and
declare Lennox Lewis the winner by knockout.
With this victory, Lewis now
joins Muhammad Ali and
Evander Holyfield as the only
Heavyweight Champions to win
the linear title on three separate
occasions. However, the two
previous occasions he won the
title , some would say, are not
very legitimate. The first time
around , the WBC title was
declared vacant in 1992, when
Riddick Bowe, the Heavyweight
Champion at the time, refused
to light Lewis . Lewis was basically given the title , merely
based on a recent victory over a
secend-rate contender. He then
lost the title , by knockout, to
Oliver McCall, a not-so gifted
fighter, in 1994. ln a rematch
with McCall, in 1997, Lewis won
with a disqualification in the fifth
round . He didn't get th is victory
based on anything he did in the
light, but because McCall had a
nervaus breakdown during the
light and broke into tears . He
was deemed unfit to continue
fighting. Lewis's most respected victory came over Evander
Holyfield in their rematch , in
1999. The firstlight between

in a
controversial draw because of
incompetent, or possibly corrupt, judges. Lewis had clearly
won the first light as weil , in the
eyes of many viewers.
lmmediately afterwatehing the
light, an excited Mike Tyson
stated his enthusiasm to get into
the ring with the new champ,
Lennox Lewis , and beat him up.
' Lewis's days are numbered as
champion!' Tyson prophetically
proclaimed. Let's hope so !
Tyson has a tune up light coming possibly in January with
tough contender Ray Mercer,
who gave Lewis a hell of a light.
Some observers ol that matehup between Lewis and Mercer,
in 1996, feit Mercer deserved
the victory that was awarded to
Lewis. Once Tyson brushes
aside ' Merciless' Ray Mercer,
lron Mike should take on
Lennox Lewis close to April ,
2002. Belare I graduale from
Bard College (as a
Literature/Creative Writing
major, having recently moderated!!) , I Iook torward to seeing
Mike Tyson reclaim his throne
and once again become the
Heavyweight Champion of the
World .

Cerreetions:

ln the last issue of the Observer I ommitted large sections of Sean Sullivan's boxing article. I also misspelled
a Iot of words. I really feit bad because I edited it very late. Or perhaps it was early, l'm not sure . Whatever 6a.m . counts as
after being up since 8:30 the previous morning is when I did it. Anyways, I murdered the artice and made Sean seem either crazy
or stupid, which he is neither, and I am sorry. Also I spelled Dave Tramonte's name wrang. I have a hard time remembering that
his name is spelled with an "a" instead of spelling it Tromonte, with an "o", how I think it sounds . Sorry.
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arrie Kieth

CARRIE KIETH had an incredible season this fall for the
women's soccer team . She was
the team's leading scorer with
11 goals and 6 assists (with a
broken ankle) and she was
named to the all- conference
team and she was also named
HVWAC player of the week. We
met for the interview in the campus center. I was about 2 minutes late but Carrie was on
time.
Michael Morini: Ok so l'm
going to start this interview. You
have chips all over you Carrie. I
didn't really write down any
questions because I have been
really busy today running
around doing odd community
service jobs all day and didn't
get around to it so ..
Carrie Kieth : l'm not very surprised.
MM: Why?
CK: Cause you are always running.

MM: Oh that's right. Ok. So, you
had a really good season this
season. Would you like to comment on this past season?
CK: II was a Iot offun.
MM: Did you learn anything?
CK: Of course.
MM: Like what?
CK: How nice Annie's boobs
are.
MM: {laughs} Oh. Ok.
MM: So did you like all the girls
on the team? Did you get along
weil? Was it a good
experience?
CK: lt was a good
experience but I didn't
like all the girls on the
team.
MM: Ok weil Iets not
go too much into
detail about who you
didn't like. where
do you think this team
is going in the future?
You guys had a really
strong season this
year. You had a
record of. . um.
something good. And
you guys won the
conference. What do
you see for next
year? Where do you
see this team going?
CK: We have many
returning strong players although we are I

uperstar.

by
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llosing some
important leadership. I think !hat
we will continue tobe strong.
MM: So do you have any closing comments or anything else
you'd like to talk about?
(everyone has a chuckle)
CK: Weil it was nice to have
sappan support.
MM: Huh?
CK: Sappan sport. (I think she

meam ran support. she had
a mouth full of corn chips)
MM: You played in high school I
presume?
CK: I didn't play the last 2
years.
MM: Oh , you traveled.
CK: I skied.
CK: Ok. Mike this interview
sucks. I ttiink you are a really
great person but why aren't you
asking me important questions
like what is my name, where
l'm from, or why they pul glue
on the end of a roll of toilet
paper?
MM: Ok. Who is your favorite
professional soccer play
er?
CK: Casey Keller.
MM: Who's that?
CK: He's the U.S. national goalkeeper.
·
MM: Are you a big fan of goalkeepers?
CK: No.
MM: But you !hink !hat he's real
good.
CK: I think that he's real cute .
He's from my hometown.
MM: Oh yeah , where's that?
CK: Olympia.
MM: Oh. lsn'tthatthe capital of
Washington state?
CK: Right.
MM: Oh I always thought it was

Seattle.
CK: Jackass.
(We both laughed for a good 5
minutes)
and then my tape recorder
ran out of tape and I didn't realize it but I recall !hat Carrie went
on to convince me !hat Seattle
was part of Canada and !hat
everyone who thinks it is part of
Washington is dumb. I !hink we
then talked about how addicting
those lime flavored Tostito's are
and then we chatted about how
much we have in common . We
then wen! out to dinner and we
saw the movie Monsters lnc.
together. I had a really good
time . I hope Carrie did too.

_.

... Fall Sports! Briefs ...

.What is Women's Soccer?
by ISean Sullivan I

Women's Tennis

WELL. THIS YEAR'S SEASON for women's
ca1c1um h".elps·me
get ~y fighr on.
• .;;.
This year's women's tennis team had a solid season with an overall record
soccer ended with an overaU record of 9 wins • SEAN: How many sibhngs_should~~ ·star 89C~. of 5-6. The team played wonderfully in their own conference and tinished in
and onty 5 losses. These stats-actUatty "'cWpfayl'!r flil"ft 11116 ~nrra
- - - - : - "":"'SecondPJacewitti an 1n comerencer ecord-of 4=1 rn~th·e p·ost se·ason-ch·amhelped to set two records for the most wins
CRICHTON: At least ten, you have to pract1ce pionship tournament the team finished in third place by one point. Rebekah
AND fewest Iosses in a season. Also, this
your intimi?ation by dropping your siblings.
Nelson and Kendra Rubenfeld were named HVWAC players of the week
season included tive shutout victories, one
SEAN: Wöuld you rather live in Texas or lis- one time each . Good showing team!
being the last game, won 8-0. Eight different
ten to Offspring all day?
'
players scored those goals: Kathy, Jackie,
CHICHTON: Listen to Offspring all dayl I am
Women's Volleyball
Stacey, Angie, Laure!, Carrie, Jessica, and
not prejudiced.
Anna. Last year's overall season record held
SEAN: Ever melt a train?
The volleybaU team had a great season with an overall record of 12-10. ln
4 wins against 11 Iosses with 1 draw.
CRICHTON: I am almost 5'7"!!!1
their conference the--team finished 2-2 and at the end of the regular season
This year's team was full of feisty girls just
SEAN: What do you feel you accomplished
in second place. Emma Kreyche , Christel Tsilibaris , and Sarah Davies were
bursting with unbridled energy and enthusiwhile on the soccer team this season?
selected to the All Conference team . ln the post season Champ ionship
asm. 1t was 'definitely a brutal season ," citing
CRICHTON: I found myself on an amazing
Tournament they were champions of the North Division but lost in the North/
the many sustained injuries to the team, "but
team with amazing people and I got the satis- South Championship game. Emma Kreyche was named MVP of the post
faction of improving my own skills. Damn the season tournament. Way to go team!
we had a Iot of good players. We kicked ass.
I don't know if I can say that (laughter), • said
man!!
Val Sullo. Quite. a few team members were
SEAN: And lastly, I heard this rap song on the
Men's Soccer
plagued by ankle injuries, including -Val. Along radio and I can't think of who it's by. Do you
know this rap song where the guy says
with having to use crutches for a while, 'I lost
This year's Men's soccer team had the best season for a Bard team ever.
'Damn" in the middle of it?
·
my toenails because of soccer. II hurts if
The team broke 7 school records; Most wins in a season- 14, Fewest lossCRICHTON: Dude, that's like ev_ery rap songl es- 1, Goals scored- 61 with an average of 4.07 per game, Goals againstsomeone steps on my toe.' Jackie "Rambo'
Peace out, word, hardcore!!
Laduke feit the same. 'Despile all of the
10 with an average of .67 per game, shutouts- 6, the defense allowed only 2
Throughout the entire season, only 25
injuries at the end of the season, we really
goals or more against once the entire season , and Goksel Ergene scored
goals were scored against the team, compullad Iogether as a team and kicked some
20 goals and had 1 assist This team was pretty much unstoppable. They
fanny. • Regarding her goal in the last game of pared to the 43, in total, that they scored
had a 5-0 in conference regular season record and were the post season
against all challengers. Laure! Fulton
the post season toumament, which the team
champions. The team was also ranked 1Oth in the Division 3 Metro League
explains, 'lt's all about the teammatesl'" The during the regular season. Andriy Budnyy, Rudd Davis, Goksel Ergene,
won , Jackie said 'it was exciting and tun to
team's leading scorer was Carotine Keith, with Brian Foote, and Adam North were selected for the All- Conference Team .
see the fat goalie miss it." One of her favorite
11 goals and 6 assists. That is quite an
moments came when she took down a memAndriy, and Sho Spaeth were picked HVMAC Players of the week once and
ber of the opposing team, while doing her best impressive feat. Carrie showed a Iot of heart, Goksel was picked three Iimes. Amazing season gentlemen!
determination, and skills in achieving this
Impression of a train. She charged, full-force,
accomplishment, along with having suffered
nowhere near the ball action at the moment,
Cross Country
from a severe ankle injury. While competing
and ran through this one girl as if she wasn't
within the Hudson Valley Women's Athletic
even there. II there was an award for "Bad
The Men's team was not able to compete most of the season because they
Conference (HVWAC), Bard remained unde- didn't have enough runners bu! 3 teammates did very weil in the HVMAC
Ass' of the season, l'd have to say that
feated, at 3-0, against all other Conference
championships . Dave Dash finished second overall in the race (despite getJacqueline Renee Laduke would definitely be
teams. The five players that were selected to tinglost on the course) with a time of 29:54, Jonas Cohen had his best race
in leading contention to win it. Of that Post
join the All Conference Team were Caroline
all season with a time of 35:05 putting him in 16th overall , and David Hong
Season Championship Tournament, Anna
Keith , Laurel Fulton, Angie Smith, Anna
placed 17th with a time of 35:12. The team's future Iooks strong and with
Raupp was proclaimed the MVP.
Raupp, and Anni Rudegair. ' Piayer of the
the help of Dave Dash this team could be going places in years to come .
At about four in the morning, one
Week' ~wards, in the HVWAC, were given to The Women's team, Iead by Marcy Carlson, placed 6th overall in the Bard
moming, I happened to run into another star
Caroline Keith, Angie Smith, and Anni
tnvitational race. Marcy also finished 6th in the race . At the Saratoga race
player of this Iaiented women's soccer team,
Rudegair.
Marcy Iead the team and came in 9th place with a time of 21 :01 , and the
Cric~ton 'I get so much play, Bilch! "
Hey Val, what do you think of 'The
team finished 36th overall. ln that race Marcy missed beating the school
Atkinson. Over a box of dry, uncooked
Thunder Cats"? 'That's a t.v. show right? I
record by 4 seconds. She also finished 2nd overall in the HVWAC. ln the
spaghetti, I managed to ask her a Iew quesdon't think "l ever saw it. Maybe I did as a kid, ECAC meet the team finished 28th out of 44, the highest the team hasever
tions about her views on the sport of soccer.
placed. The team has no seniors so hopefully next year will be even more
(She also interviewed me, but you can ask her but I do have a nickname like the Thunder
Cats; Snarf-n-Tarf. My cousin gave it to me." promising.
about that.)
'I took a Iot of pictures. Soccer is
SEAN: ls mac and cheese good for playing
awesome!' replied Ducky. lt sure is, Ducky, it
soccer?
sure is.
CRICHTON: Wonderful! (laughter) Yeah, the
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Horoscopes:
by Contributing psychic
astrologer, Madame
Babzakovsky-Smith
"There's no need to meet,
I already know you."
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.19) The changing
seasons bring about a change of
heart and a new outlook on life. Time
to take Belle and Sebastian off of
repeat and put on some 2 Live Crew
because Oh, you're so horny. Put
down the books for once, pick up a
bottl~. and teil that special someone
how you feel. Even if you don't succeed, you 'll still have the bottle and
some good friends.
Taurus (Apr. 20- May 20) The seas of
life are choppy, your little boat's been
tossed , and if not for the courage of

the fearless crew your Minnow would
be lost. The lsland you feel trapped
on is only a state of mind. lf you can
build a coconut radio, than you can
definitely fix your hoat and sail to
worlds of previously unknown joy.
Gemini (May 21- June 20) Quit your
headstrong ways and open you eyes
to the world around you. You 've been
taking without giving anything back .
Fo~ your sake as weil as others make
reciprocity a focus of your next few
weeks. This will help your personal,
fi nancial, and spiritual lives.
Cancer (June 21- July 22) Turn that
frown upside down. You 're good
enough, you 're smart enough, and
gosh darn it people like you. Trade in
your self~onscious ways and take
being yourself for a test drive. Your

ßusti Chze

multiplicity of selves is going to be
your downfall, but fear not because
united you will stand. Avoid eating
seafood.
Leo (Joly 23- Aug. 22) You're excited
about traveling th is week , and getting
away is just what you need to put
some spiee back in your life. Don 't
forget your toothbrush or your medication , and just take it easy. lf short
term Investments aren't work ing out,
try diversifying your portfolio with
some bonds or Ioad bearing mutual
funds .
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22) You're feefIng alone at a time when you think
you need people the most. Do not
despair or all will be lost. Goneern
over big changes will pass, but lt will
take time. Th is won 't be a good week ,

but that will make next week that
much better.
Llbra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) A period of
introspectlon;retrospection is about to
begin. lt is a bumpy ride at first but
with time, understanding and self satisfaction will prevail. Be honest with
yourself and the answers will appear.
Be patient and your success is
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inevitable.
Scorpio (Oct. 23- Nov. 21) After many
setbacks, this is the week to move forwards. Now that you can walk again,
you are ~o ing to be forced to make a
decision at an upcoming crossroads.
You can make any choice the right
choice, but it will require hard work.
Motivation counts more now than
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want for Christmas.
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18) Th is
month your goat has been gotten, t?ut
feefing udder-ly defeated will help
nothing. Take actions toward
vengeance or resolve. ln tim es of

..;

AposfropJte by Braden

Lamb

~

Q
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have to help you across.
Stop bottfing up your emotions, and you will rea lize
that the feelings we ighing
you down will actually help
carry you along.

There's a fine line between retro and tacky ernerging
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Almost asGood as Pension, •
by Ben Dangland Zubair Hossain, p. 3
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Oavid Shrigley CCS Show Review, by Jack Lewis, p. 6
The work of "England 's Matt Groening" falls under a critical eye.
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COen Brothers Movie Review, by Jamie lglehart, p. 5
Yeah, we got a review of this movie as weil.
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A gripping heist takes place du ring a screening. This is not made up.
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Shakespearian Thievery, by Jacob Cottingham, p. 4
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Robert Kelly's poetry celebration for 40 years teaching at Bard.
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strife, strategy is a must, so make a
plan and follow it. But
don't forget tothink about
the consequences of your
acti ons.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Life's been a real tlghtrope
walk lately. Perseverance
is just as important as baiance for you. Don't forget
about the big long pole you
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success as a foundation for future
projects, and move on while the moving is good.
Capricorn (Oec. 22- Jan. 19) Life was
a big dance party, but then you twisted your ankle. On topofthat your
birthday comes close enough to
Christmasthat some people try and
give you just one present. You feel
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Style lnspired by the Early.90's by Elizabeth Daley, p. 2
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 21) You've
gotten over a major hurdle, and ca n
afford to rest on your laurels·for a fit:
tle while. But do not mistake respite
for being finished, otherwise you
could find you rself behind. Use this

shortchanged (possibly by a Gemini?).
What comes areund goes around, but
don't sink to their Ievei. Forgive, forget, and starttelfing people what you
want for Birthday and then what you
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That Guy at Kline, p. 8
See your fellow students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy Michael Marl in, Jr.

Old Bard 1, New Bard 0, p. 7
Ashton Morris, Sam Barlekoff, and Ryan Gay discuss

ch~h~hanges .

Sports! business with your host, Mike Morini, pp. 9-11
Jewel and the national anthem, soccer stars interviewed and more.
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